
Eyepiece  Cameras
Add image capture and measurement to any microscope

TP-SP105 on Prism Optical M-100FLED TP-TP305 on Prism Optical E5-B

Sample images 
Both of these images were taken using the 
same microscope and software settings. 

The TP-SP (left) series has a wider image 
thanks to it’s built in 0.5x reduction lens.

The TP-TP305 (right) offers a better quality 
image and video capture.

Photo information: 10x on Prism Optical E3-MS 
(simple stage), Housefly mouth parts, w.m.

Great images, amazing price, easy to use
Our eyepiece cameras have been specified to offer the best possible 
performance at very affordable prices. There are three option: USB2 3MP, USB2 
5MP, and USB3 5MP.

The low-cost USB2 TP-SP range are ideal for use in school environments or by 
enthusiasts. as they are simple to use. The built in 0.5x reduction lens gives a 
wider image, closer to what is seen through the eyepeice.

The TP-TP USB3 model has a better sensor, video capture, and more advanced 
software features, like live stitching and live extended depth of field.

Why choose an eyepiece camera?
• Easy to add to any microscope,

• No centering or trying to get a 
phone in just the right spot,

• Includes powerful software that 
handles measurement, annotation, 
grids, scale bars.

30mm & 30.5mm to 23mm adapters available

Reduction lenses for a wider field of view

  cloud prism.ws/epc



Technical specifications
SKU TP-SP503 TP-SP505 TP-TP305A

Name EYEPIECE CAMERA 3MP USB2 CMOS EYEPIECE CAMERA 5MP USB2 CMOS EYEPIECE CAMERA 5MP USB3 CMOS

Manufacturer Touptek

Category Eyepiece Cameras

USB2 check times

USB3 times check

Eyepiece 23mm: Yes 
30mm & 30.5mm with adapter (optional)

C-mount With adaptor (optional)

Sensor Size 1/2.7" 1/2.5" 1/2.5"

Sensor Type Aptina MT9P001

Sensor Technology CMOS

Colour Colour

Resolution 3MP 5MP

Image Size (Max) 2048 x 1536 2592 x 1944 2560 x 1920

Frame Rate (Low res/ High res) 7.5 / 3 7.5 / 3 15 / 30

Reduction Lens 0.5x No

Pixel Size (μm) 2.2 x 2.2

Exposure Time Auto

Binning 1x1 1x1 1 x 1, 2 x 2

Spectral range (nm) 380 - 650

Windows check

MacOS check
ellipsis-h

(planned)

Linux check

TP-TP305 5MP Eyepiece USB3 Camera
Ideal for video

Better sensor (picture and video),
Good built in image processing,
Advanced software features (EDF, Live Stitching).

TP-SP Series USB2 Eyepiece Cameras
3MP and 5MP options

Built in 0.5x reduction lens for wider field of view,
Simple and reliable for schools,
Capable software for Mac and Windows.

Three capable models to choose from.

Proudly sold and supported by:Imported and supported by:


